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Abstract

Quantum technology is now becoming an active field mixing atomic physics and quantum Hamiltonian engineering based on state superpositions and entanglement for a new generation of extreme accurate sensors. I will focused during this talk on a few applications from atomic physics emerging as successful methods to realize compact atomic CPT clocks based on dark resonance fringes and developing new concepts with atomic systems manipulated trough off-resonant time-periodically modulated electromagnetic fields. Dark resonance fringes in double lambda atomic systems have been realized in atomic vapor cells with buffer gas paving the way to compact stable atomic clock sensors for unprecedented metrological application. Dark resonances have also been suggested as new frequency standards in optical lattice clock with forbidden transitions of alkaline earth atoms using a combination of Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT)/Raman and pulsed spectroscopy techniques to accurately cancel frequency shifts arising from laser fields. The proposed scheme for optical clocks using bosonic systems was offering an efficient population transfer up to 60% with potential inaccuracy $10^{-17}$. Quantum engineering of phase-shifts for an hyper Raman-Ramsey optical clock will be also presented to produce an ultra-narrow optical transition in bosonic alkali-earth systems free from light shifts and with a significantly reduced sensitivity to laser parameter variations. I will finish the talk with the Floquet dressed atom and matter-wave concept in order to renormalize and control atomic properties for quantum sate engineering leading to a new class of Stern-Gerlach interferometers and Zeeman-free optical clocks with nuclear spin where the atomic Landé factor is modified.
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